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This tutorial explores the first normal form (1NF) on an unnormalized data set in two parts: 

1. Adding Relationships

2. Splitting Column Data

1. Adding Relationships

Recall that in first normal form (1NF), you can only have single values at the intersection of each row and
column, meaning there should be no repeating groups of data. In order to manage this appropriately, you
need to remove any repeating group by creating two new relations. As a starting point, the primary key of the
new relationship will be a combination of the primary key of the original relation plus the attribute from the
newly created relation to ensure uniqueness.

Let us look at our movie rating table to see how this works:

This table has the following attributes:

Movie (User, MovieTitle, NumericRating, TextualRating, Actor, Genre, ReleaseDate)

In reviewing the data, you do not have any attributes that uniquely identify each row. You will create a new

primary key for the table called MovieId. Now our attributes include:

Movie (MovieId, User, MovieTitle, NumericRating, TextualRating, Actor, Genre, ReleaseDate)

In this table, you also have a few repeating groups, including Actor and Genre. There can be many actors in a

movie, and a movie can belong to more than one genre. To remove the repeating groups for Actor and Genre,

you will create a new table for each. Now you have three tables:

Movie (MovieId, User, MovieTitle, NumericRating, TextualRating, ReleaseDate)

Actor (MovieId, ActorId, ActorName)
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Genre (MovieId, GenreId, GenreName)

The resulting ERD should look like the following:

2. Splitting Column Data

By going through the first normal form (1NF), you have removed all of the repeating groups (multiple entries
for a single record). However, there can still be scenarios where you may have multiple values stored in a
single column. In our case, the ActorName and the User can be split into a first and last name, creating the
following:

Movie (MovieId, UserFirstName, UserLastName, MovieTitle, NumericRating, TextualRating, ReleaseDate)

Actor (MovieId, ActorId, ActorFirstName, ActorLastName)

Genre (MovieId, GenreId, GenreName)
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This complete first normal form (1NF) is ready for us to move to the second normal form (2NF).

  

In this tutorial, you learned that since you can only have single values at the intersection of each row

and column, you need to add relationships for any repeating group. Then you learned that you need

to split column data when you have scenarios where multiple values are stored in a single column.

You saw an example of an ERD with relationships added and column split completing the first normal

form (1NF).

Source: Authored by Vincent Tran

SUMMARY
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